
Legislative Report #3 2017 Legislative Session

The General Assembly met from Tuesday through Friday so this report will not include
anything that happened on Friday, 2-10. Not that I am anticipating there will be any.

The Senate passed the FY’17 amended budget, previously mentioned and is on its way to
the Governor.
Otherwise not much has happened this week…wrong!

1. As most of you know by now THE gun bill has been dropped in-HB280.
Supposedly there were negotiations with the Governor to address all his concerns
from last year. After talking with several people and reading it there appears to be
only one concession. Therefore, though this WILL pass the House (regardless of
what is in it) there are still a lot of unknowns as to whether it will pass the
Senate…without further changes…or that the Governor will sign it.

a. You may be interested in knowing that SB135 and 136 were
introduced requiring anyone with a gun on campus must have training
and in SB135, campuses are excluded. Neither will get a committee
hearing but just FYI.

b. My suggestion is to wait on HB280 as it moves through the House.
Let’s see what passes, try to find out more of the Senate’s thinking
and maybe more from the Governor. If it is to be stopped it will be
there or with Governor. No need to waste time lobbying House.

2. Along that line, our ORP bill, HB218, no need to contact anyone on that either until
near the very end of the session and after. It will not move until after the session is
over, if then. More to come later on what to do and say and to whom.

The General Assembly has now met 16 days and they intend to meet four days each the
next two weeks in February. If they stick to that there will be only 14 days left heading
into March.

As always, and I have heard from a lot of you already, please reach out to me for
anything…except a loan!

Take care.
Steve Anthony


